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On Thursday 14 March 2013, two thugs managed to corner
Quizzy, an adult male baboon, on a property in Ocean View.
Using rocks, bricks and sticks they wounded Quizzy so badly that he
was unable to get away. It seems that the brutes took advantage of
Quizzy’s dazed state to beat him - witnesses said that a panga was
also used in the attack, however a review of his battered body does not
substantiate this accusation.
Eventually, despite suffering crippling damage to his spine, Quizzy
managed to haul his broken body over the wall and gain relative safety
under a car, where he hid until the SPCA arrived.
Quizzy was darted and after being examined by a vet, he was
euthanized.

Quizzy Baboon
When I first met Quizzy he was a young lanky
baboon of about 4 years. He was the baboon
always up to mischief within the troop - the
monitors named him Quizzy because they felt he
always had to see what was going on; too curious
for his own good! Quizzy’s mother was the
incredible Golden Arrow - a wonderful female
baboon who showed immense courage in many
situations. Theirs was a particularly close family
unit, and you would frequently see Quizzy, his
mom and younger siblings all cuddled up
together. I will never forget what happened when
Golden Arrow appeared to have been stabbed by
a long sharp object leaving a gaping wound in her
shoulder. She was taken to the SPCA for
stitching up and recovery, but as kindly treated as
she was at the SPCA, this girl just wanted her
family.
When I returned her to her troop the joy of her
family reuniting was heart-warming and
emotional, a moment that I will always treasure.
Quizzy was very close to his mom, and when she
gave birth to her last child, the monitors reported
that it was Quizzy who accompanied her, not
other females.
Tragically, Golden Arrow was shot just two days
after giving birth. She died in the night and
Quizzy took the infant. Clearly he could not feed
the baby, but he carried it and cared for it until the
tiny baboon died.
It was heart-breaking for the monitors and
scientists working in the field with this troop at
the time, to witness the care Quizz took with the
infant. There was no doubt in any of our minds
that baboons mourn, that they feel emotion.

Quizzy and his infant sibling.

In the last few months Quizzy seemed to be especially watchful
of two juveniles who were constantly in his care (see picture
above).

Quizzy - the latter years
Quiz went on to be a wonderful father, and for a while the
leader of the Da Gama troop. He suffered different injuries at
various times from male on male fights within the troop as
well as from dog attacks. In one fight Quizzy suffered a cut to
his lip; this wound never healed evenly, leaving Quizzy with
a slightly drooping lip; this (in addition to one slightly lower
brow) added to the general quizzical look of this special
baboon but certainly did not detract from his star quality. He
was one of the stars of the documentary series currently
being edited by renowned film-maker Trevor De Kock. A sad
reality is that Quizzy was the last of the males featured in
Trevor’s film still alive; the rest have all been killed - Eric,
George, Noskethi and now Quizzy, the last of the old guard.

Baboon Management - what is happening?
Cape Town is one of only two cities in the world that has a national park running through the urban area, and
although we love the rich diversity of the fauna and flora, the baboons do present challenges for some
residents and relevant conservation agencies alike. Over the past twenty years, various organisations have
formed and then disbanded management bodies to deal with baboon related issues; authorities have sought
legal advice against partners as they debate over who should be responsible for baboons. Scientists have
done research and residents have fought each other and the authorities to try and get to a place of
acceptable management practise.
The current thinking involves the removal of so-called raiding baboons (in the past 12 months over 20
baboons were killed by authorities) in conjunction with the use of paintball guns and scare tactics such as
bear bangers in an effort to make villages less attractive to opportunistic baboons. The authorities cite great
success in their new management ideas and are proactive in defending against any criticism that may
suggest the tactics are ethically and scientifically flawed. Rather than open, transparent information residents
struggle to get any data or management plans that explain the overall guiding policy. In the past months,
after extreme pressure brought to bear; there is now a monthly report available on the City of Cape Town
website. This report details successes and problem areas management faces monthly, and it is hard not to
notice that the “problem areas” invariably end up reported in ensuing reports as baboons killed under terms
of the Raiding Baboons Protocol.
Can we justify lethal methods of management as the preferred option in dealing with our wildlife? Since the
introduction of the Raiding Baboons Protocol there has been a sharp increase in numbers of baboons killed
by the authorities - two baboons killed in 2010; 4 killed in 2011 and over 20 baboons killed in 2012….

Desensitizing humanity
There has been a great deal written about
the overall impacts of gratuitous violence
that society has become not only used to but hooked into. However, as I am no
expert in this field I will not enter that arena,
rather, what I would like to debate is the
importance of the message handed down
from figures in authority to the man in the
street. With this thought in mind, what
impact have baboon management actions
had on residents?
When the Table Mountain National Park
was formed, as with many other
conservation organisations, there was a
media focus on getting people to love our
natural environment, get in touch with
nature etc. Yet in the case of baboons it
seems the very reverse is true.

Desensitizing humanity (cont)
For as long as there have been records kept, there are stories of interactions between humans and
baboons, and in many of these stories baboons were specifically named. There was the famous baboon
Captain Jack who accompanied a regiment to war in WW1, another Jack (who handled the signals for
trains passing through Uitnenhage in late 1880’s), Father Murphy of Simonstown and of course our own
beloved Eric.
Many scientists named their study groups - Robert Salpolsky went with Old Testament names, while Jane
Goodall was more literal - David Greybeard, Goliath (but also Gigi!); in Dr Shirley Strum’s famous
Pumphouse Gang there was a Peggy, Bo and David - amongst others. So naming animals we know is a
well established human condition with both emotional and scientific value.
Yet one significant change current management made was to move away from names and concentrate on
codes - so Quizzy is really DG5, more recently DG8. The thought behind this obtuse management move is
that if we don't know who the baboon is by name, we won’t feel so much emotion.
Another subtle, yet impactful step in desensitising was the introduction of bulky collars - supposedly to aid
management. Whilst the actual management value of the collars is minimal, researchers state that they
have gained huge value from information collected. If the baboons are to be subjugated to collaring as the
importance is so high - why are modern, slim line collars not used? When we see collared wildlife it further
minimises their value; shackled beasts of bondage that need not be respected, is a potential underlying
impact.
Further additions to the desensitizing model is the use of paintball guns and explosive noises (bear
bangers) - creating (as manager Dr Phil Richardson described) an “Armageddon” type experience for the
baboons in villages. So, the emphasis has moved from people taking responsibility for the management of
their homes and behaviour to focus rather on scaring baboons away from people
It could be argued that there is method in the bully boy tactics - Quizzy was a known raiding baboon, he
was certainly mentioned in reports as a “problem”, so it was merely a matter of time until he was humanely
killed by authorities - and it could be argued, better than being beaten to death in a mob like frenzy.
Yet I am left with the overwhelming sense that, the underlying, subliminal message coming down from
management is adding to the desensitizing of humanity. “Don’t take responsibility for waste management get a gun and shoot the beast” is, in reality, what we are seeing.
Table Mountain National Park has shot numerous baboons on
parks land (land where they should be safe). If our national body
responsible for protecting our fauna and flora has this approach
why should we be different? If there is no safe area for baboons
away from houses - what is their future?
I can’t help but feel that we are on a very slippery slope here;
as our children witness the new rangers wandering around with
huge weapons - surely this is a subtle endorsement for the use
of weaponry against animals? We know that some children
do take pellet guns and like to shoot at animals - an act that normal
people want to actively discourage. Yet here are our role models
setting an example, walking through our neighbourhoods and
homes with big guns, aiming them at running animals. So, far
from discouraging the use of weapons, it is clearly a signal to
use weapons. What good can come of this in the long run?
I do not want anyone reading this to think that I blame
authorities for the actions of the two thugs who battered
Quizzy with bricks and sticks. The disgusting attack on Quizzy
was a random act of violence, an act that illustrates and
reinforces my thought that humanity is fast becoming
desensitized to our wild environment and to animals. However, I do believe that authorities need to take
careful stock of their own actions and consider carefully how the current style on management may be
adding a further element of aggression to an already aggressive, violent society.
In recent press releases, monthly reports and at public meetings, there is significant play on words such as
“baboons attacking”, “baboons are aggressive” and so on. Whilst we don't want people going out to feed
baboons, or set up false ideas of baboons as your new cuddly, friend; is it right to demonise them? No - I
would rather advocate the development of material and actions that display respect for our fellow creatures
as well as emphasis on we humans taking greater responsibility for our actions and the management of our
own lives so that we have a less negative impact on our wildlife neighbours.
I do not hold with the move to collar and code our wildlife as if they are not sentient beings, capable to
every emotion we experience. We know better than this and I sincerely hope that current management will
review their approach and consider carefully the impact, subtle as it may be, of their own actions on the
impressionable youth and residents who have become addicted to a gratuitous dose of violence in the
same way as we would drink a cup of coffee in the morning.

The sad conclusion to the life of Quizzy is that the humans who witnessed the brutal attack on this gentle
baboon will not do anything about it. Why? - because they are too afraid of retribution; the effect of the
violence in which they live means they will rather accept yet more violence than stand against it……..
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